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____ _>_ ABSTRACT: A system for indicating to a plurality of adminis 
trative stations, by signal means, the status of the individual 

'54’ SYSTEM pol‘ SIMULTANEOUSLY [NNCATING A unit. Preferably, the administrative station adjacent the unit 
UN"- sTA-rus A-l-A pLmu-fy 0|’.- sTA-noNS has means controlling‘ the signals to energize the signaling 
jchhn'lbr‘wh‘ m means in all stations simultaneously to Indicate the status of 

_ q the unitv For example. in a hospital the system would indicate 
15¢] U.S.Cl. . . . i l . s l l . 4 l v v . . . . . . , l . l. 340/236. the‘ status of a patient-bed unit, It would be controlled at the 

340/287 nurses‘ station to supply the proper signals to energize the 
[Sll IILCLHHUHHMU. . . . . . l s v . ..G08b 25/00 Sign“ means and ale" the cashier‘ admitting Of?ce‘ 

‘50' "'u “I m“ """""""""""""""""""""" " 340/286‘ housekeeper. dietician and other desired administrative sta~ 
287' 33 I ' 331313388 tions that the bed is occupied, the patient is to be discharged‘ 

the patient has left the bed and it should be made up, and that 
[56] ‘chum Cm the bed is ready for occupancy so that each administrative sta 

UNITED STATES PATENTS tion can be ready to perform its required function. 
3,26l ,Ol l 7/l966 Crosthwait ................ ., 340/286 X Heretofore in a hospital, for example, the records for each 
3.5 l7,l20 6l|970 Bunting ------ ._ 340/286 X patient-bed unit were ?led in ?ling cabinets at each adminis~ 
2,980,890 4/l96l Staten ..................... U 340/286X trative station and the status of each unit was not readily 
3,2l4.747 l0/l965 Lurie ......................... l, 340/286 discernible When there was any change in the unit status, it 
3,228.020 l/l966 Gassenheimer et al. 340/286 was necessary for the nurse or someone to advise‘each station 
3.230.520 l/l966 Lurie ------------------- ~ 340/286 individually. The record was then removed from the ?le and 
315L050 5/l966 Given ...................... .. 340/286 acted upon accordingly‘ 5/ 
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- svsrassroa SIMUIr-‘PANEOUSLY INDICATING A UNIT 
AT A PEURALITY 0F STA'HONS 

1 The~present invention greatly simplifies the prior practice 
by providinga system for each bed unit including a series-con 
nected signal means in all of the required administrative sta 
tions scthat applying a signal to the system will simultaneously 
and ‘instantaneously energize all of the signal means to provide 
readily-‘recognized signals indicative of the unit status. The 
system is usually controlled at a nurses‘ station adjacent the 
bed unit so that the bed status can be quickly and accurately‘ 
determined and the proper signal impressed on the system to 

. operate all of thesignal means in such a manner as to alert and 
, advise .thevarious administrative stations. such as cashier, ad~ 
mittance, housekeeper, dietician or the like, of the bed status. 

Preferably, the signal means are electriclights which give an 
easily visible indication. They are connected in series and, 
when the system is energized in a predetennined manner, 
simultaneously impart the desired information to all stations. 
in some situations means can be provided at the stations for 
changing the character of the signal means, for example, the 
color of the lights, to provide additional information. 
As a safety measure, a high resistance shunt can be provided 

for each light to maintain the continuity of the system should 
the light burn out and, additionally, to indicate that there is a 
burned out light by reducing the intensity of the other lights. 
The system of the present invention, while highly ad 

vantageous for patientsbed status for hospital use, can also be 
e?'ective in nursing homes, hotels, motels, factories and in any 
other situation wherein it is desired to give the status of a unit 
simultaneously to a plurality of administrative stations by im 
pressing on the. system a predetermined signal and actuating 
'the seriesbconnectedsignal means in all stations. 

Other features and advantages of the invention will be ap 
parent from-the speci?cation and claims when considered in 
connection with theaocompanying drawings in which: 
‘FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a status system for a pa 

tient-bed‘unit. 
-" FIG. 2 is avievnpartly in section, of a switch means. 
The present invention is herein illustrated as being used in a 

hospital to alert various administrative stations as to the status 

In carrying out this invention, a system is provided for each 
patient‘bed unit. Since all are essentially the same, only one is 
illustratetlherein. 
As shown in‘ the drawings, the system includes a plurality of 

administrative stations, such' as a nurses! desk or station 10, a 
vcashier‘s station- II, a. patient admitting station 12, a 
housekeeper’a station 13 ands dietician‘s station 14, each of 
which-has a signal means-100,114, 12a, 13a and 14a. 

:- While varioustypes of'devices capable of attracting atten 
tion and giving a aignaimayv bewemployed, the signal means, as 
herein illustratednererpreferably‘»electric lights 15 which are 
‘eonnectedsin‘aseries-by a single conductoml? connected to a 
low voltage D?uource ofenergy l7 sufficient to operate the 

. ‘signal means simultaneously, when a predetermined signal is 
impressed on the system, to indicate, ifl-desired, one of four 

. statuses-of the patient-bed‘unit. For example, if- the lights are 
off. it indicates that a patient occupies the bed; if the lights are 
slowlystflashing, it indicaterthat the vpatient is scheduled to 
leavetthehospital; if-the lights are rapidly ?ashing, it indicates 
that thes'patient has left the. bed; and if the lights are on steady, 
it ison-indication-that thebed is made and is ready for occu 
pancy.“ lfvadditinnal ‘information is to be provided by the 
-system, it may‘ have other signals impressed on it to energize 
themignalsmeans at the stations to function in a distinctive 
manner to indicate“ thisadditional status information, for ex 
amplertheslights could beenergized to flash with a different 
frequency or sequence. 

' It is preferred to control the operation of the system from 
- the nurses‘ station", which is usually close to the patient-bed 
unit so'vthatthe status~thereof can be quickly and accurately 
determined andthe proper signal impressed on the system to 
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2 
operate all the signal means toalert the various administrative 
stations of the unit status. This is accomplished by switch 
means 18 at the nurses‘ station ‘comprising a single-pole, dou 
ble-throw switch 19 and a double-‘pole, double-throw gang 
switch 20. 1f the two switches are in the position as shown in 
the drawing, this will connect the series circuit for the signal 
means to ground through a slow ?asher 21. This will automati 
cally provide the necessary signal for causing the lights [5 in 
each of the signal means at the various administrative stations 
to flash slowly. The light at the nurses’ station will be visually 
checked by the nurse to insure that the proper signal is being 
given. The slowly ?ashing light at the cashier's station will 
alert the cashier that the patient will be needing the bill; at the 
admitting office the signal alerts the admitting clerk that the 
bed will be vacant so they can schedule another patient; at the 
housekeeping station it reports that a bed will be ready to be 
cleaned and a work ticket can be issued; and the light at the 
dietary station alerts the dietician that the unit will not need a 
meal. 
When the gang switch 20 is moved to the right as viewed in 

the drawing, it will connect the circuit to ground through the 
fast ?asher 22. This will alert the cashier that the‘patient is on 
his way to pay the bill; it will also advise the admitting office 
that the bed will soon be ready; it alerts the housekeeper that 
the bed is ready for cleaning and should be taken care of 
promptly. \ 

When the switch 19 is thrown to the left, it will connect the 
system to ground through the "on” contact and the light [5 in 
all of the stations will remain a steady "on“. This-switching is 
done at the nurses’ station after the bed has been made up and 
so advises the housekeeping station and alerts the admitting 
office that the room is ready for the admission of a new pa 
tient. If the gang switch 20 is moved to the left, the circuitwill 
be connected to the "off" contact which will extinguish'all of 
the lights. This is accomplished at the nurses’ station when the 
patient has been assigned to the room and the bed is occupied. 
The switch will stay in this position until a new cycle of opera 
tions is required. 

It will be noted in the drawings that the signal means at the 
nurses‘ station has a second light‘30 which is connected to a 
second light 31 at the cashier‘: station by a conductor 32. 
These lights 30, 31 are in a second circuit which may be sub 
stituted for the lights 15 in the two stations. These lights are 
the same but are of a different character, for example, a dif 
ferent color, from lights 15. A switch 33 at the cashier’: sta 
tion will permit the cashier to substitute these two light: 30, SI 
for lights 15 in each station after the patient has made a proper 
settlement with the cashier so as to indicate to the nurses‘ sta 
tion, as well as to the cashier's station that the ?nancial ar 
rangements with respect to this unit have been taken care of. 
Thus, the character of the signal means at the nurses‘ station 
and cashier's station is altered by the action of the switch 33 
and provides additional information at said stations. 

Also, at the admitting station the signal means includes a 
second light 34 of different character from light 15, preferably 
of a different color, and a switch 35 is so connected as to 
selectively connect either light into the system to change the 
character of the signal means and to provide additional infor 

' mation at the admitting station. For example, lights 15 and 34 
can be pink and blue respectively to designate the sex of the 
unit so that a man will not be assigned to a-ladies' ward or vice 
versa. ‘ 

. in each of the above situations, while the character of the 
signal means is changed, the energization of the system is‘ not 
altered so that the signal means will continue to give one of the 
four signals impressed on the system, as controlled at the nur 

. sea‘ station, to show the status of the patient-bed unit. 
In some stations it may be desirable to provide additional in 

formation; for example, in the cashier‘: station it may be ad 
visable to indicate that the bill has been prepared in response 
to a slow ?ashing light and is. awaiting. the patient, or in the ad 
mitting‘o?ice an indication maybe given that the bed needs 
repair and that the particular unit should not be assigned. This 
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can be readily accomplished by providing the actuator of the 
switch means with a readily changeable colored button. One 
such arrangement is shown in FIG. 2 wherein the actuator 35a 
of the switch 35 has a removable cap 36 of plastic of a 
predetermined color to provide additional status information. 
As a safety measure it will be noted that each of the lights is 

provided with a normally ineffective bypass which becomes 
operative in the event the light burns out. While this may take 
many forms, in the illustrated form of the invention a high re 
sistance 40 is provided in shunt relation with each light so that 
in the event one of the light burns out, the circuit will not open 
but will be transferred through the shunt. This being a high re 
sistance shunt will cause the lights to be dimmed and alert the 
administrative stations to the fact that a light is burned out and 
it can be checked by following the circuit through the various 
administrative stations. 

Should it be desired to include other administrative stations 
in the system, it is merely necessary to connect a similar signal 
means at such station in series with the other stations of the 
system and adjust the voltage source to operate the added 
signal means as required. 
With the present system it will be clear that visual signals 

are given in each of the administrative stations to indicate the 
status of the patient-bed unit and to alert each of the adminis 
trative stations as to the activity that is required with respect 
to the unit. These signals function instantaneously and provide 
a visual means for determining the status in a simple, accurate 
and expeditious manner. 
While the present system has particular use in hospitals, it 

can, by proper selection of the components of the system, be 
also used in nursing homes, hotels, motels, factories or in any 
situation wherein it is desired to simultaneously give to a plu 
rality of stations the status of a particular unit in such a 
manner that is readily and easily recognized. 

Variations and modi?cations may be made within the scope 
of the claims and portions of the improvements may be used 
without others. 

I claim: 
I. A system for automatically indicating to a plurality of sta 
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4 
tions the patient-bed status of an individual bed unit in a 
hospital, comprising a nurses‘ station adjacent said unit and“: 
plurality of administrative stations, each station having signal 
ing means, and single conductor means for each unit electri 
cally connecting all of the signaling means in series, said single 
conductor means having one terminal connected to a source 
of power, said nurses‘ station having switching means for con 
necting the other terminal of the single conductor means to 
ground for turning on the system and for selectively applying 
one of a plurality of signals to the system to energize the 
signaling means in each station to denote the patient-bed 
status of the unit. 

2. The invention as de?ned in claim I wherein one of the 
administrative stations is the cashier's station, and wherein 
means is provided at said station for altering the character of 
the signaling means at the nurses’ station and cashier's station 
to indicate the status of the patient‘s account. , ‘ , . 

3. The invention as defined in claim 1 wherein one of 
administrative stations is the admitting office and wherein 
means is provided at said station for altering the character of 
the signaling means at said station to provide additional infor 
mation with respect to said bed unit. ‘ . 

4. The invention as de?ned in claim I wherein the signaling 
means comprises electric lights. 

5, The invention as de?ned in claim 4 wherein said lights 
can be selectively energized by switch means at said nurses" 
station to provide a steady, slow ?ashing or fast ?ashing light, 
and extinguished to provide said plui'ality of signals. 

6. The invention as de?ned in claim 2 wherein the signall' ' ‘ 

means at the nurses’ station comprises a pair of mamas? 
colored lights and wherein the signal means in thtfeaiihi'eii "‘ 
station comprises a pair of similar differently colored lights‘; 
and switch means at said cashier's station for selectively enei‘r 
gizingsimilarly colored lights in each station. 

7. he invention as de med in claim 6 wherein the signaling 
means at the admitting ofl'lce comprises differently colored 
lights and switch means at said station for selecting the color 
of the light to be energized. 
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